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Edge Data Centers and IT Services for

TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES
Trusted by Software as a Service (SaaS) and IT Service Providers
SaaS and IT service providers are at the forefront of cloud technologies and edge computing. Delivering solid customer
experiences requires high-availability compute, storage and networking. A security incident or compliance breach could
put your business at risk. All of this creates IT challenges, but your team has limited time. A reliable state-of-the-art
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) provider can free your team to focus on developing high-value services for your customers
– instead of wrangling the IT plumbing of a data center.
TierPoint offers enterprise data centers, cloud solutions, and managed IT services – connected by a coast-to-coast high
bandwidth network. Thousands of clients – from small businesses to Fortune 500 enterprises to telecommunications
providers – choose TierPoint’s highly experienced IT professionals to provide private, multitenant, managed hyperscale, and
hybrid cloud solutions – in addition to colocation, disaster recovery, security, and other IT services.

What You Need:
Improve Storage & Compute
SaaS and IT providers need to deliver best-in-class services and innovate to keep customers happy. Good performance
and low latency are table stakes. Big data and high-performance compute can feed artificial intelligence (AI) engines
that help you strengthen your automation capabilities to respond faster. A trusted IaaS provider with the experience to
deliver a custom mix of public and private clouds can help you get ahead.

Enhance Digital Experiences
SaaS providers must improve and innovate to remain relevant delivering a stellar digital experience is crucial for sticky
SaaS. Responsiveness is vital for successful day-to-day operations, and only 100% uptime will keep customers satisfied.
At the same time, you must keep customer’s data secure to maintain their loyalty and meet compliance mandates. You
can push hot fixes, new features, and security updates faster and on the fly with the right cloud infrastructure. A state-ofthe-art data center can enable you to deliver a consistently excellent digital experience.
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How TierPoint Can Help:
Cloud Services

Colocation & Data Center Services

Our broad portfolio of cloud solutions – from private to
managed public cloud – allows you to deploy a flexible
environment to best suit your application development
needs. Create low-latency secure connections between
resources with direct access to leading public cloud
providers, such as AWS and Microsoft Azure.

IT service providers who need scalable, flexible data
center and infrastructure services will outsource to
specialists like TierPoint. Our data centers provide
redundant, hardened infrastructure and fast, reliable
connectivity from the leading network providers. Our
nationwide footprint allows providers to deliver the best
user experience with high-performance local compute,
storage placed closer to where it’s needed.

Security & Compliance

Recovery Services

Ensure data is secure by design with our proactive,
security-first approach. TierPoint supports thousands of
customers with SOC 2, HIPAA, and PCI-DSS audits.

Customized recovery solutions help ensure the
resilience of your business-critical data, applications,
and infrastructure – and maximize business
continuity. Leverage a disaster recovery solution to
ensure the continuous availability and security of
data and IT systems.

Our Customers

“Partnering with TierPoint has really been
a success from the beginning. What we
were looking for was a robust, flexible
solution that could grow as our business
grows and as our customers grow.”
Geoff Detrich

CEO, The Anchor Group

About TierPoint
Meeting clients where they are on their journey to IT transformation, TierPoint (tierpoint.com) is a leading provider
of secure, connected data center and cloud solutions at the edge of the internet. The company has one of the
largest customer bases in the industry, with thousands of clients ranging from the public to private sectors,
from small businesses to Fortune 500 enterprises. TierPoint also has one of the largest and most geographically
diversified footprints in the nation, with over 40 world-class data centers in 20 U.S. markets and 8 multitenant
cloud pods, connected by a coast-to-coast network. Led by a proven management team, TierPoint’s highly
experienced IT professionals offer a comprehensive solution portfolio of private, multitenant, managed hyperscale,
and hybrid cloud, plus colocation, disaster recovery, security, and other managed IT services.
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